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Abstract— The delta parallel mechanism has proven to be a
very successful parallel robot design and a number of variants
have been proposed in the literature. Taking advantage of its
simple construction and the intrinsic features such as high
stiffness and accuracy, delta robots play an important role
both in the fields of industrial robots and academical fields.
In this paper, dynamic modeling and control simulation of a
cable-driven modified delta manipulator for haptic interface
are discussed. For the parallel mechanism is highly coupled
and nonlinear, the dynamic model is of great importance for
model-based controller to achieve a satisfactory performance.
Based on the principle of virtual work, the dynamic equa-
tions of this manipulator are established. The proportional-
derivative (PD) computed torque control scheme is proposed
for trajectory tracking. With the help of the virtual prototype
builded in ADAMS software and used in MATLAB software,
the co-simulation is accomplished and the results validate the
performance of the controller proposed in this paper.

Index Terms— Dynamic modeling, Modified delta manipula-
tor, PD computed torque control, Co-simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

The delta parallel mechanism has proven to be a very suc-

cessful parallel robot design since it was proposed by Clavel

in the early 80’s [1]. After that, in 1995, Tsai invented a novel

three degree-of-freedom (DOF) parallel manipulator which

used only revolute joints to constrain the moving platform to

three translational degrees of freedom instead of the spherical

joints adopted by Clavel. Compared to the serial mechanism,

the delta parallel structure possesses varieties of advantages,

among which the most important one is the capability to

mount actuators on the fixed base. This allows the parallel

manipulator links to be made lighter than those of the serial
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counterpart. Therefore, parallel robots can enjoy the potential

benefits associated with light-weight construction such as

high-speed operation and improved load to weight ratios

[2]. And more advantages of this delta parallel robot can

also be found in [3]. In [3], Codourey proposed an efficient

dynamic model and gave the explicit expression of the mass

matrix. This model has been used in a feed forward control

scheme which allows the reduction of the tracking errors by

a factor 6 compared to a classical PD regulator. Absolutely,

the capability of fast movement with high accuracy makes

the delta robot a perfect choice for pick and place operations

in industry. In addition, Dobrianskyj developed a controller

for the delta robot used as a rehabilitation device for human

upper limb [4]. Li and Xu proposed the concept of a delta

robot for chest compressions in rescuing a patient [5]. Some

new methods to solve the kinematics of the delta robot have

also been studied as well as the control methods in [6], [7],

[8], [9], [10].

Thanks to its simple construction and the intrinsic features

of the parallel mechanism such as high stiffness and high

accuracy, the modified delta robot also attracts extensive

interest of researchers. Particularly, it has been successfully

used as a haptic interface. A compact 6-DOF haptic device

which contained a modified delta parallel-link positioning

mechanism (upside-down configuration of the manipulator)

based on a stiffness analysis was developed in [11]. In 2011,

Ergin studied the optimal dimensional synthesis, impedance

control and experimental characterization a modified delta

mechanism (cable driven and upside-down configuration of

the delta manipulator) based haptic interface [12]. This cable

driven mechanism is used for power transmission since it

provides high backdriveability while ensuring smooth op-

eration with negligible backlash and friction. However, this

upside-down configuration takes a large space to manipulate
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the end-effector and the dynamic model is not presented.

The Institute of Systems and Robotics, Ecole Polytechnique

Federale de Lausanne (EPFL) developed the delta haptic

device based on the cable driven and horizontal configuration

delta manipulator [13]. In 2012, a haptic manipulator using

series-parallel mechanism based on the cable driven and hori-

zontal configuration delta manipulator was presented in [14].

Nevertheless, both of these studies don’t involve dynamic

modeling of this cable driven and horizontal configuration

delta manipulator.

In this paper, dynamic modeling of the cable driven and

horizontal configuration delta manipulator for haptic interface

is studied. Based upon the dynamic model and the virtual

prototype builded within ADAMS, the PD computed torque

controller has been applied. The co-simulations with the

combination of MATLAB/Simulink and ADAMS show that

the control performance is satisfactory for the trajectory

tracking.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II builds

the virtual prototype of the modified delta manipulator and

exports this model as a MATLAB/Simulink block. Section

III introduces dynamic modeling of the manipulator using

the Newton-Euler method. Afterwards, the PD computed

torque control scheme is proposed in section IV. In section

V, the performance of this trajectory tracking controller is

revealed and validated through co-simulations. Finally, some

conclusions are summarized in section VI.

II. MODELING THE SIMULINK BLOCK USING ADAMS

ADAMS is a powerful dynamic simulation software pack-

age which has been widely used for variety of fields such as

manufacturing, aerospace and research. The virtual prototype

can be builded, actuated and analyzed within the ADAMS

environment until the best performance parameters are found,

which dramatically reduces the manufacturing costs of physi-

cal prototype and greatly improves the quality of the product.

In addition, ADAMS offers a plugin (Adams/Controls) to

export the ADAMS model as a Simulink block which can

be utilized in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. The co-

simulations with the combination of MATLAB/Simulink and

ADAMS will offer great help and convenience for both the

optimization of the mechanical system and the controller

design.

1) Modeling the Virtual Prototype in ADAMS Software:
For the sake of building simplicity, the computed aided

design (CAD) model of the modified delta manipulator is

first established in the mechanical design software and then

the CAD model is imported to the ADAMS environment.

Eventually, some appropriate constraints are added between

joint parts. The final simulated model of the modified delta

manipulator is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Virtual prototype of the modified delta manipulator.

2) Simulink Block: In order to simulate the mechani-

cal system in control applications developed in MATLAB,

ADAMS/Controls plugin is utilized to export a Simulink

block. Based on the virtual prototype model as mentioned

above, the actuated joint torques are added as the input

variables (i.e. TorqueR, TorqueG, TorqueB) and the joint

angles (i.e. thetaR, thetaG, thetaB) and angular velocities (i.e.

dthetaR, dthetaG, dthetaB) are added as output variables. The

exported block is shown in Fig. 2.

The virtual prototype model builded within ADAMS can

be connected with sophisticated control algorithms developed

with MATLAB software, which is a great benefit to design

and validate the control algorithm. The dynamic behavior

of the prototype can be obtained from the real time joint

simulation. During the simulation, the control algorithm is

executed under control blocks to compute the actuator torques

as the ADAMS input variables and the dynamic behavior is

analyzed by the ADAMS prototype block to generate the joint

angles and angular velocities as MATLAB input variables as

shown in Fig. 2.

III. MANIPULATOR DYNAMICS

The dynamics of the manipulator plays a very important

role in the control applications. With an understanding of

the manipulator dynamics, it is possible to design a con-

troller with a better performance characteristics. The dynamic

behavior of a rigid manipulator with n actuated joints is

governed by:

τ = M(θ)θ̈ +C(θ, θ̇)θ̇ +G(θ), (1)

where τ is a n × 1 joint actuated torque, θ is a n × 1
joint variable vector, M(θ) is a n × n mass matrix of the
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manipulator, C(θ, θ̇) is a n × n matrix of centrifugal and

Carioles terms, G(θ) is a n× 1 gravity terms.

A. Simplifying Hypothesis

For parallel mechanism , it is more complicated to develop

an accurate mathematical model than for serial manipulators.

For analytical purposes, some necessary simplifying hypothe-

ses have to be required. Considering the parallel rods can

be made quite light compared with the rest parts of the

manipulator, the rotational inertial of parallel rods can be

neglected and their masses can be optimally divided into two

joint extremities. Therefore, 2/3 of the mass is concentrated

at the upper joint extremity where the half disk meets the

parallel rods while the the other 1/3 is concentrated at the

lower extremity where the parallel rods meet the moving

platform. This simplification can be made by the fact that the

inertia of a rigid rod of length L and mass m about one of its

extremities is given by I = 1/3mL2 [3]. Based upon the hy-

pothesis, the modified delta manipulator can be divided into

two parts: the end-effector part and the half disk part. This

assumption can be made without significantly compromising

the accuracy of the model since the concentrated mass model

does capture some of the dynamics of the parallel rods.

B. Newton-Euler Method Based on Virtual Work Principle

As so far, many methods have been developed to formulate

the dynamics equations of systems for rigid bodies, which

can be classified as either Newton-Euler or energy methods.

The Newton’s approach is utilized to develop a dynamic

model sufficiently representing the real system while being

less computationally intensive compared with the Lagrangian

method, making it attractive as the inverse dynamic model

for a computed torque control scheme. According to one

consequence of the principle of virtual work of d’Alembert,

Fig. 2. Simulink block for the virtual prototype.

the virtual works of any set of generalized forces system that

causes the same displacement of the structure are equal [15].

Hence, the forces in operational space can be transformed

to the joint space with the help of Jacobian matrix. So the

actuator torques can be calculated by applying Newton’s

equation of motion to the input half disk and approximating

the inertial and gravitational torques at the joints by mapping

the net force acting on the moving platform back to the joints

with the transpose of Jacobian matrix.

C. Dynamic Modeling

1) The End-effector Part: The end-effector part consists

of the moving platform and three concentrated masses of

parallel rods including two long parallel rods and one short

parallel rod. Therefore, me the total mass of this part can be

given as follows:

me = mm + 3(1/3 ∗ 2 ∗mlp +msp), (2)

where mm is the mass of the moving platform, mlp,msp is

respectively the mass of the long parallel rod and the mass

of the short parallel rod.

Considering the symmetrical structure of the end-effector,

the center of mass can be placed at the geometrical center

of the moving platform. The gravitational force Ge and the

inertia force Fe acting on the end-effector are given by:

Ge = meg[0 0 − 1]T , (3)

Fe = meẌe, (4)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and Xe is the

velocity of the end-effector in the operating space.

According to (3) and (4), the contribution of Ge and Fe

to the joint torques TGe and TFe can be written as follows:

TGe = JTGe = JTmeg[0 0 − 1]T , (5)

TFe = JTFe = JTmeẌe. (6)

According to the relationship between the velocity of the

end-effector in the operational space and the angular velocity

in the joint space

Ẋe = J(θ)θ̇, (7)

the expression Ẍe can be obtained:

Ẍe = J̇(θ)θ̇ + J(θ)θ̈. (8)

The expression of J(θ) can be found in [16]. Substituting

(8) into (6), TFe can be rewritten as:

TFe = meJ
TJθ̈ +meJ

T J̇ θ̇. (9)
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2) The Half Disk Part: Each half disk part consists of one

actuated half disk, one short parallel rod and the concentrated

mass of two long parallel rods. The torques acting on the

revolute joint include the actuated torque T , the torque Td

produced by the gravitational force of the half disk and the

torque Tp produced by the gravitational force of the parallel

rods, Td and Tp are given by:

Td =−mdgr[cos(θ1) cos(φ1) cos(θ2) cos(φ2)
cos(θ3) cos(φ3)]

T ,
(10)

Tp =mpgR[sin(θ1) cos(φ1) sin(θ2) cos(180− φ2)
sin(θ1) cos(φ3 − 180)],

(11)

where md,mp is the mass of the half disk and the concentrat-

ed mass of parallel rods respectively, r,R is respectively the

distance from the center mass of the half disk to the revolute

joint and the radius of the half disk. The expression of r,mp

is given as follows:

r = 2R/π, (12)

mp = 2/3 ∗ 2 ∗mlp +msp. (13)

The inertia of the half disk part consists of two terms Id
and Ip, and they can be expressed as follows:

Id = (3π + 2)/(3π + 6)mdr
2, (14)

Ip = mpR
2 = (2/3 ∗ 2 ∗mp +msp)R

2. (15)

Note that the half disk mentioned above is actually a

closed half ring in this co-simulation. In order to simplify

the analysis of inertia, the thickness of the half ring is

also neglected since this capstan can be made quit light

and thin. According to the mass ratio of the half ring and

the diameter, the inertia of the half ring and the diameter

along the revolute joint can be calculated respectively. The

superposition theorem of the moment inertia can be applied

for calculating the term Id.
3) Complete Dynamic Model: Based on the preceding

analysis, the complete dynamic equation of the modified delta

manipulator can be expressed:

T + Tp + Td + TGe = I θ̈ + TFe, (16)

where:

I = (Id + Ip)I0, (17)

and I0 is a 3× 3 identity matrix.

Substituting (5) and (9) into (16) and rearranging it, the

dynamic equation can be yielded:

T = (I+meJ
TJ)θ̈+meJ

T J̇ θ̇−JTGe−Tp−Td. (18)

Comparing (18) with (1), the following dynamic parame-

ters can be defined:

M = I +meJ
TJ , (19)

C = meJ
T J̇ , (20)

G = −JTGe − Tp − Td. (21)

Virtual 

Prototype

Inverse 

Geometric 

Model

Fig. 3. Block diagram of PD computed torque control scheme.

IV. PD COMPUTED TORQUE CONTROL

The computed torque law with a PD outer control loop

bas been applied on the delta manipulator and proved to be

an efficient approach for trajectory tracking [3]. According

to the desired trajectory, this controller estimates the actuator

torques based on the dynamics of the manipulator. The PD

control loop is applied to the system to correct any trajectory

tracking errors that result from the computed torques.

Considering the delta parallel mechanism is a highly cou-

pled and non-linear system, mass matrix of the manipulator is

used to decouple the system. The application of the computed

actuator torques minimizes the non-linearities of the closed

loop system and improves the performance of the controller

[2]. The computed torque law is given by:

τ = M(θ)(θ̈d +Kpe+Kdė) +C(θ, θ̇)θ̇ +G(θ), (22)

where Kd is the diagonal matrix of the derivative gains, Kp

is the diagonal matrix of the proportional gains, and e is the

array of joint angular errors of the half disk, e = θd − θ.

To show that the computed-torque control scheme lin-

earizes the controlled system, substituting (22) into (1) yields

the tracking error dynamics ë+Kdė+Kpe = 0, which is

a second order damped system with a natural frequency of

ωn and a damping ratio of ζ, where:

ωn =
√
kp, ζ =

kd

2
√
kp

, (23)

and kp, kd are the diagonal elements of Kp and Kd.

The block diagram of the manipulator system with a PD

computed torque controller is shown in Fig. 3.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Based on the Simulink block for the virtual prototype,

the trajectory tracking simulation with the control scheme

mentioned above is executed in the MATLAB software. The

kinematic and dynamic parameters of the virtual prototype
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Fig. 4. Actual tracking trajectory in the x axis direction.

can be measured directly from ADAMS software. The com-

munication interval between the virtual prototype block and

the control blocks is set 0.001s. The gain matrices Kp and

Kd are selected diagonal as (24) and (25) respectively. And

the desired operating space trajectory is described by (26).

Kp =

⎡
⎣

1900 0 0
0 1900 0
0 0 1900

⎤
⎦ (24)

Kd =

⎡
⎣

10 0 0
0 10 0
0 0 10

⎤
⎦ (25)

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

x(t) = 0.2,

y(t) = 0.08 cos(πt),

z(t) = 0.08 sin(2πt).

(26)

The actual tracking trajectory in the x axis direction and

in the yz plane are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

It is worthy to note that the initial position of the end-

effector for the virtual prototype is at (0.164, 0, 0)m while

the joint angles are all 0 degree. The tracking errors in the

operating space are shown in Fig. 6. It is observed that the

tracking errors in the operating space converge to a value less

than 3mm, which also validates the performance of the PD

computed torque controller. Fig. 7 shows the desired joint

angles and the joint angle errors. Finally, the actuated joint

torques are shown in Fig. 8
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the inverse dynamic model of the modified

delta manipulator has been developed based on the virtual

work principle. With the dynamic model, a PD computed

torque control scheme is proposed for trajectory tracking

and the performance of this controller is demonstrated in

the co-simulation of MATLAB and ADAMS. It is worthy

to mention that the virtual prototype builded in the ADAMS

software offers a great benefit for the design and validation

of different controllers. Our future work will develop an

impedance controller with a feedforward model in order to

compensate the impedance of the mechanical device.
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